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tiered luxury brownie cakes
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elegant and simple. Our Dello Mano Signature
Wedding Cake of Luxury Brownies are all
perfectly cut to individual serving sizes and
beautifully displayed on a clear perspex cake
stand. Set a top this pyramid of deliciousness is
a three layer cutting cake. The cutting cake and
each individual luxury brownie is frosted in your
choice of dark chocolate ganache or vanilla
french butter cream. Satisfy both partners
favourite brownie flavour by creating a cutting
cake of different flavour layers.  Finish with
hand made decoration or fresh flowers.
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Top Tier Cutting Cake
Our Dello Mano Luxury Brownie Cake...



tiered luxury brownie cakes
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is hand made using only the finest ingredients
to craft a unique and amazingly delicious treat.
Made in small batches to protect quality and
integrity these gorgeous treats are sure to
enhance any wedding celebration offering real
chocolate coupled with the frosting of your
choice. Choose from the tiered stand cake or a
stacked tier style.
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Delicious & Convenient
Our Dello Mano Luxury Brownie Cake...



tiered luxury brownie cakes
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can be decorated to meet your individual style
and theme. From tiny hand made black bows
through to fresh flowers or pearls we will
accommodate your request. Simply call us and
let us know your dream and we will provide you
with a quote.
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Special Handmade Detail
Our Dello Mano Luxury Brownie Cake...



tiered luxury brownie cakes
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can be crafted to a more traditional stacked and
delicious cake format. Choose any combination
of Dello Mano Luxury Brownie and make your
dream stack! 2, 3 or 4 layers high this cake can
be finished with chocolate ganache or a soft
casual french vanilla butter cream. Ribbon
colours and decorations can be made or
organised to meet your preferences and theme.
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Or if you prefer the  traditional
Our Dello Mano Luxury Brownie Cake...



tiered luxury brownie cakes
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offers delicousness and can be tailored to suit
your onw personal wedding or special occasion
theme. Just call us to discuss your theme
whether it be colours or style and we will do all
we can to be of  assistance.
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Or tailor to your own theme
Our Dello Mano Luxury Brownie Cake...



simple luxury brownie wedding favours
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are available foiled as individual pieces perfect
as wedding favours. Treat your wedding guests
to a special reminder of your event by allowing
them to enjoy a quiet drink and brownie the day
after your wedding.Available in a range of foil
colours to match your wedding theme.  We can
also individually bow each luxury brownie to
match your wedding theme.
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 A little treat for your guests
Our Dello Mano Luxury Brownies..



boxed luxury brownie wedding favours
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can be foil wrapped to your theme and packed
in gorgeous little premium boxes, each finished
with ribbon of your choice. Our most popular
wedding favour provides a special little gift for
your wedding guests presented in your colour
theme ( your box and ribbon choice). Just let us
know your colour combination and we will send
a quote to you by email or call into the store at
Teneriffe and we'll have a coffee and work with
you to understand your needs.
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Add a little extra specialness
Our Dello Mano Luxury Brownies...



boxed wedding luxury brownie  favours
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We ship Dello Mano Brownie wedding favours
all over Australia. Our wedding favours have
also regularly travelled to be part of many
overseas weddings including those in Africa,
London, Chicago, Malaysia and New Zealand.
Not only a great taste experience but also allows
the bride and groom to take home a little of
Australia. Our Brownies are ready for travel as
 we pack them so the bride can easily check
them on flight  and have them arrive in perfect
condition at the wedding destination. We are
always available here at Dello Mano to take
care of your wedding wishes. 
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LuxuryBrownie Favours
Shipped Australia wide or ...



intimate wedding venue
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Looking for an intimate wedding venue for a
small group of friends and family? Our Dello
Mano Mezzano room  makes the most romantic
venue for sit down groups of 25 or stand up
functions of 50. The room offers small wedding
or function groups to relax and be taken care of
by our wonderful Dello Mano team. We believe
in true hospitality so we go to great lengths to
create the room experience with loads of real
tea light candles and lots of fresh flowers. Long
and horse shoe shaped table setting also
available. Several menu options are available.
We are fully licensed. Our specialty is relaxed
home made cuisine.
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Mezzano room @ Teneriffe - hire
fully licensed



AMY & GENE

"Dello Mano provided us with Luxury Brownies for our

wedding favours and they were nothing short of

incredible! Our wedding guests made comments praising

how delicious the brownies were and not one was left

on their tables. Not only did the brownies taste

absolutely heavenly but they were presented so

beautifully. Deborah went the extra mile to ensure

that the ribbon colour on the boxes matched our theme

perfectly and we were so thrilled! I would highly

recommended Dello Mano for their wedding products and

especially their brilliant service."   Amy Gurling

 i

by deborah peralta



We'd love to discuss your special day
so please feel free to contact us at
Dello Mano: 
 07 3257 167807 3257 1678 Or
1300 661 6821300 661 682 Or 
email kitchen@dellomano.com.au

contact us


